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SHARK ACTIVITIES!SHARK ACTIVITIES!SHARK ACTIVITIES!SHARK ACTIVITIES!   
PRE AND POST SHOW EDUCATIONAL GUIDE AND
ACTIVITY GUIDE TO EXPLORE THE CHARACTER AND

LESSONS OF SHARK! 
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MEET SHARK!MEET SHARK!MEET SHARK!   

There over 500 species of sharks
They have excellent vision. Their night vision is
better than a cat’s or a wolf’s.
Their sense of smell 10,000 times better than a
human’s.
They can detect electrical impulses, including
another animal’s beating heart. 
 The biggest shark is the whale shark (~656 ft);
the smallest shark Is the spined pygmy shark (~7
in). 
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Source:
Easy Science for Kids - 

https://easyscienceforkids.com/all-about-sharks/

Sharks of the Deep Blue Sea
As you know there are so many different types of the deep blue sea, using your body and
Imagination you will become as many as you can. How? We start by everyone dancing,
or swimming, or moving around the space. When they hear the words "SHARKS OF THE
DEEP BLUE SEA" they must stop where they are and create the shape of any shark they

want (in 10 seconds). After those ten seconds are up, sharks are asked what type of shark
they are, where they like to swim, and what they like to eat. When the music starts

playing everyone must resume movement until they hear the catchphrase again, we
repeat until every shark has had their time to shine. 

 Big Shark, Little Shark 
Encouraging artists to think with their bodies, a grown-up or artist will say,
"Big shark little shark swim in the sea, but I want to see a shark who swims
with their _____" and then a body part is said. Once a body part is
announced everyone must figure out how to swim by leading with that body
part! 
You can add to the game by encouraging them to explore up and down, side
to side, and fast or slow movement. 

MEET SHARK!MEET SHARK!  
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Thought Bubble!Thought Bubble!Thought Bubble!      
How do you like to play
with shadows?

Shadow Shark! 
Sea Dragon and Shark have a blast playing with their
shadows, and you should too. Go into a darkened room and
take as many objects as you desire, or just your own body!
Have a grown up shine a light on a blank wall or sheet and
start by standing closer to the sheet/wall. Is your shadow
big or small? 
Now slowly move closer to the light! Watch as your body
stretches or gets smaller depending on how close or far
away you are! 
Have some real fun make some shapes with your hands or
bring objects into the mix to create Sea Creature friends
and play with how you interact and play with them
depending on their size.
Example: If I met a shadow shark that was bigger than me,

how would I react? How would I play? OR If I met a starfish
smaller than me how would we play? 


